Global society has experienced a flood of various types of data, as well as a growing desire to discover and use this information effectively. Moreover, this data is changing in increasingly numerous and complex ways. In particular, for data that is generated intermittently, attention has been focused on data streams that use sensor network and stream mining technologies to discover useful information. In this paper, we focus on classification learning, which is an analytical method of stream mining. We are concerned with a type of decision tree learning called the Very Fast Decision Tree (VFDT) learner, which regards real data as a data stream. We analyze credit card transaction data as a data stream and detect fraudulent use. In recent years, credit card users have increased. However, this also consequently increases the damage caused by fraudulent use. Therefore, the detection of fraudulent use by data stream mining is required. However, some data, such as credit card transaction data, is extremely different from the rate of classes. Therefore, we propose and implement new statistical criteria to be used in a node construction algorithm that implements the VFDT. We also evaluate whether this method can be applied to imbalanced distribution data streams.
Introduction
Recent developments in information processing techniques have enabled us to accumulate large-scale data. The need for discovering and utilizing useful information in this data is growing. Because of this, data mining, which is a technology used to collect data to discover useful information, has attracted considerable attention. However, with the spread of the Internet and the development of sensor techniques, the complexity of this data is constantly changing, and the increasing amounts of data must be handled on a real-time basis. New knowledgestream-mining techniques are required to process such large-scale data that arrives intermittently and at different intervals as data stream flows. Stream mining uses various analytical methods; in particular, classification learning is gaining considerable attention. Many classification learning methods have been proposed among which the decision tree learning method is commonly used, because it is fast and the derived description of classifiers is easily interpreted. One of the data streams that supports the decision tree learning method is called the Very Fast Decision Tree (VFDT) [1] . As data arrives, this data stream grows gradually while the data is classified. Credit card transaction data is considered as the data stream. Therefore, it is possible to detect fraudulent use by classifying transaction data using the VFDT. However, among the various data types, there are some data, such as the credit card transaction data discussed in this study, whose characteristics are extremely different. When such data is used in a data stream, some problems can reduce the accuracy of the VFDT [2, 3] .
In this study, we propose a node construction algorithm that is applicable to imbalanced distribution data streams. We also implement and evaluate criteria for constructing nodes. This paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, we explain the VFDT. In Section 3, we describe our proposed method, which consists of a VFDT construction from imbalanced distribution data streams. In Section 4, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed method by experiments. In Section 5, we describe and consider the experimental result. In the final section, we conclude and discuss our future works. they produce easily interpretable and well-organized results and are generally computationally efficient and capable of dealing with noisy data. Decision tree techniques build the classification or prediction models on the basis of recursive partitioning of data, which begins with the entire body of data, then splits the data in two or more subsets on the basis of the values of one or more attributes, and then repeatedly splits each subset in finer subsets until the stopping criteria are met [4] .
Typical decision tree learning methods include ID3 and C4.5 [5] ; however, they cannot be applied to data streams. The VFDT has extended these decision tree learning methods to apply to data streams. In addition, the CVFDT [6] , CVFDT NBC [7] , and UFFT [8] methods, which are considered concept drift methods, are useful when the properties of the data stream change over time.
In this study, we do not refer to concept drift rather, we discuss the VFDT.
VFDT
A decision tree construction such as C4.5, which first receives all examples as input, is called an offline-type decision tree. However, this method cannot start constructing until all the examples are available, and it also needs to randomly access them. Therefore, it cannot be applied to data streams.
On the other hand, a decision tree construction in which new examples arrive in sequence at short intervals in a data stream and numerous examples accumulate is called an onlinetype decision tree. A representative example is the VFDT learner.
The VFDT does not accumulate the examples in the main memory, because it can gradually grow without waiting for the arrival of all the examples. The construction algorithm of the VFDT accumulates only the classes of examples and the contemporaneous occurrence frequency of attribute values in each node in order to reduce the consumption of memory and processing time, instead of accumulating examples in a decision tree. The VFDT gradually grows as examples are received to create leaf nodes that grow into branches from only the root node. When it creates new nodes, it grows the decision tree accumulating frequency information in the previous node and measuring whether the new nodes meet the statistical criteria.
The statistical criterion called the Hoeffding bounds [9] is used by the VFDT. The examples accumulated in leaf nodes are only a part of all the available examples. Therefore, they can possibly include errors. However, the set of examples that arrive at each leaf node can be regarded as perfect data sets in an offline-type decision tree, which can consider infinitely long data streams produced stochastically on the basis of stationary distribution.
Consider a real-valued random variable r having a range R and conduct n independent observations of this variable. After computing their mean r, the Hoeffding bounds guarantees that the true means of variable r is greater than r   with a probability of 1 . Here,  is defined as follows: (1) If the difference between the best standard level at one leaf and the next standard level is greater than , then it creates additional branches from the leaf node.
Using the Hoeffding bounds, if , then splitting node by attribute X a with probability 1  is true. Here, G() is an information gain functions, where X a is the attribute that creates the largest information gain and X b is the attribute that creates the secondlargest information gain.
VFDT construction from data stream
In the current research, a previous study constructed the VFDT, which is a decision tree learning method that corresponds to the data stream [10] .
Here, we constructed the VFDT to consider credit card transaction data as a data stream.
As described in Section 1, credit card transaction data is extremely different from the rate of classes of data in classification; however, we constructed the VFDT without adding changes to the construction algorithm of the VFDT. To verify the VFDT change by data sampling, we constructed 10 VFDTs using 10 data sets when constructing the VFDT using credit card transaction data. Because the best-grown decision tree achieves 10% in constructing decision trees by three types of fraudulent use rate experiments in the construction of offline-type decision trees in the existing research [11] , we here set the fraudulent use rate to 10%. In offline-type decision trees that are constructed by C4.5, the fraudulent use rate setup is as follows:
(a) 0.02% is the actual fraudulent use rate. (b) 0.5% is the sampling rate of the data provided. (c) 10% is the set fraudulent use rate in the experiment.
(a) becomes a decision tree that is divided into two leaf nodes by the root node. (b) becomes a decision tree that has 101 nodes including 51 leaves. Both (a) and (b) have more than 99% accuracy, however both the fraudulent use rates 0.02% and 0.5% are considerably low to actually classify almost the entire fraud data. Therefore, we used a data set of 10% fraudulent use rate to construct the VFDT.
To evaluate 10-fold cross-validation in all VFDTs and to retrieve their accuracy and size, we calculated the average of the results of 10 decision trees. Therefore, we actually constructed 100 VFDTs. The accuracy of the VFDT became 92.157%, and their size became 91. The result of the VFDT is independent of data sampling because the variance of accuracy became 0.290.
Extended VFDT for imbalanced distribution data stream
The Hoeffding bounds, which is the node construction criterion described in Section 2.1, assumes the data distribution of the data stream to use Gaussian distribution [12] . However, the credit card transaction data described in Section 4.1 contains classes of examples including data streams that do not follow Gaussian distribution. In this case, the accuracy of the constructed VFDT is high, however the actual classification accuracy of the smaller class is almost neglected.
Therefore, we propose the construction of a VFDT that can be applied to imbalanced distribution data streams to improve the calculation of the Hoeffding bounds. We weight the entropy of G(X a ) and G(X b ) using the calculation of information gain (2) by judging when it grows new branches from leaf nodes. In this study, we define the examples in two classes.
The calculation of entropy using ID3 and C4.5 defines that freq(C i ,S) to the set of examples S is the number of examples that is in class C i in S, the number of examples including set S is S , and an example selected randomly from S is in class C i .
Therefore, the average entropy info(S) is as follows:
(3) Here, we weight the entropy of each class and assume a sum when calculating G(X). The weight has the range 0    1 and is a class of fraudulent use. Therefore, if the class of fraudulent use is C 1 and the class of normal use is C 2 , then
Therefore, equation (2) becomes (5) By weighting the proposed method, it normalizes the data distribution and the smaller class is reflected in the learning described in Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Normalizing data distribution
Therefore, it is classified more correctly than in the proposed method.
In addition, the VFDT does not support numeric data streams because it is an algorithm with a discrete data stream. However, the programs of the VFDT released in VFML [13] , which is the tool used to construct the VFDT, include improvements for handling numeric attributes. In particular, entropybased discretization [12] has been adopted. When the VFML discretizes the numeric attributes to two intervals by attribute value, which increases the maximum information gain of each numeric attribute, we also similarly weight the calculation of information gain.
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Copyright © 2011, Infonomics Society gain after weighting the Hoeffding bounds as (equation (4)). Therefore, if it directly compares the Hoeffding bounds  of the right part, then it compares weighted to non-weighted. Hence, we multiply the information gain of the right part by the average 0.5 of  and (1 ) to two classes, and balance both sides.
Experiments
In this section, we describe some experiments to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method and its evaluations.
Credit card transaction data
In this study, we consider credit card transaction data, which is real data, as a data stream and perform experiments to detect fraudulent use. Credit card transaction data can be obtained continuously for 24 hours and 365 days. Moreover, the fraudulent use rate is extremely low, namely from 0.02% to 0.05%. Our problem is to detect fraudulent use data in largescale data; therefore, we can definitely consider credit card transaction data to be imbalanced data stream. In previous research [10] , the VFDT classified most fraudulent use as normal use, because the fraudulent use rate was extremely low. In these experiments, we use the data that yielded good performance in C4.5, that is, the offline-type decision tree construction from previous experiments [11] .
Experimental methodology
We compare the results of the VFDT proposed in Section 3 and the conventional method described in Section 2.2 by using the training data in Section 4.1. Moreover, we classify the test data described in Section 4.1 by those VFDTs and compare the results. We compare the classification accuracy, tree size, runtime, and number of fraud rules. We set for the weight of the proposed method in Section 3, because the fraudulent use rate of the re-sampled data is 10%. This weight is the inverse number of data distribution. By comparing the information gain and the Hoeffding bounds in Section 3, the result of is found to be the same as the conventional VFDT.
Experimental results
Here, we show the results of each experiment.
Learning of VFDT
We compare the result of the proposed VFDT in Section 3 and the conventional VFDT in Section 2.2 by using the training data described in Section 4.2. Those results are calculated using 10-fold crossvalidation. Table 1 describes the classification accuracy (%), tree size, runtime (s), and number of fraud rules. The classification accuracy of the proposed method is higher than that of the conventional method. This is because the tree size is increased, thus the classification of the fraudulent use class is improved with the increasing number of fraud rules. As a result, the classification accuracy also improves. In addition, the construction time of the VFDT does not change. In previous research [10] , however, we verify the result whose classification accuracy consist of classifying most normal use classes as normal use class. Therefore, we cannot compare whether fraud use class classify correct or not. Thus, we compare them by using the confusion matrix of Tables 2 and 3 . On comparing the confusion matrices, the number of fraudulent use classes, which are classified as fraudulent use classes described in Table 2 , is greater than over the conventional method described in Table 3 by 192. The recall of the fraudulent use class (in this study, we define that the data that is classified as fraudulent use by the VFDT accounts for the total data whose class is fraudulent use) increases 4%. For comparing the fraud rules of the proposed and conventional methods, Tables 4 and 5 describe the number of fraudulent use classes that is classified as fraudulent use classes and the number of normal use classes that is classified as normal use classes for each method. From Tables 4 and 5 , for all combinations of the fraud rules of each weight (proposed: 31, conventional: 7), we examine how much data is classified as combinations of fraud rules and how many fraudulent use classes are classified by these fraud rules. The total number of fraudulent use classes that is classified in the fraud rules in the proposed method is higher than that in the conventional method. However, the number of fraudulent use classes that is classified is less than the total number of fraudulent use classes by the conventional method. However, classifying the fraudulent use class is possible by using the number of data that is classified as the more appropriate fraud rules, because the number of fraud rules in the proposed method is higher than that in the conventional method.
In addition, because the weight of the fraudulent use class whose value is w = 0.9 is larger in the proposed method, the number of normal use classes that is misclassified as fraudulent use classes increases. However, it is most important for us to improve the accuracy of the smaller class on the basis of the characteristics of credit card transaction data, as described in Section 4.1. Therefore, we infer that the weighting of the proposed method is effective.
Test of VFDT
We compare the results of classifying the test data that is described in Section 4.2 using each VFDT that is constructed in Section 5.1. The test data consists of 25,126,264 transactions, 12,280 fraudulent use classes, and 25,113,984 normal use classes.
In these tests, we use the test data whose fraudulent use rate is 0.048%. This rate is a real value in the fraudulent use detection field. We classify the data by using each VFDT that is constructed in Section 5.1. The conventional method classifies all data as normal use classes. But proposal method can classify 346 data having fraud use class as fraudulent use class correctly. Our problem is to detect an extremely small fraudulent use from a large amount of data in the credit card transaction data field. Therefore, it is difficult to correctly classify a fraudulent use class by using VFDT. However, although the conventional method misclassifies all data whose fraudulent use rate is real in the detecting field, proposal method can classify not a little. Therefore, it can improve the recall of a fraudulent use class. Also, Table 6 describes how much data that the VFDT classifies as a fraudulent use class that is classified according to the five fraud rules described in Table 4 . From Table 6 , we confirm that 346 data whose class is fraudulent use and 145,457 data whose class is normal use, which the VFDT misclassifies as a fraudulent use class, are classified by Fraud rule 1. Therefore, we can conclude that Fraud rule 1 classifies a fraudulent use class well.
By weighting when comparing the information gain and the Hoeffding bounds in node construction, we verify that it improves the accuracy in the case wherein a smaller class is not classified well.
Henceforth, we will compare the results using Cumulative Accuracy Profiles (CAP), which is used to evaluate the performance of a prediction model.
Additional experiments
From the experiments in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we can verify the effectiveness of our proposed method. Here, we verify the generality of our method by performing similar experiments using data other than credit card transaction data.
The data that we use for the additional experiments is the UCI data set [14] , which is widely used as a data archive. We construct each VFDT using the Spambase data set in the UCI and compare the results. The Spambase data set provides information on whether an e-mail is spam mail and contains 1,813 data whose class is spam and 2,788 data whose class is non-spam. We set the weight from 0.1 to 0.9.
As a result, in the case where the weights are 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, the improvement in accuracy is better than the conventional method. From the confusion matrix, although the conventional method correctly classifies 721 data whose class is spam as the spam class, the proposed method correctly classifies 1,620 data.
We can verify the generality of our method, because it is effective when using data other than credit card transaction data.
Conclusion and future works
In this study, we used credit card transaction data as an imbalanced distribution data stream. We proposed and implemented a new statistical criterion for a node construction algorithm, and verified its effectiveness. As a new statistical criterion for a node construction algorithm, we weighted the entropy class by comparing the Hoeffding bounds to the information gain used in splitting the nodes of the conventional algorithm. We believe that the accuracy will improve if we weight the data of the small ratio of the class with a large weight. We verify that we can apply the proposed method to not only imbalanced distribution data streams, such as credit card transaction data, but also to usual data streams. For this, we considered the results of the VFDT that is constructed using the UCI data set.
As a result, we can improve the accuracy and the recall of weighted smaller classes with both data sets. In particular, depending on the weight values, the accuracy of the VFDT is the same as that of the offline-type decision tree constructed using a C4.5 algorithm.
However, using credit card transaction data in these experiments, the accuracy of the VFDT and the recall of the weighted class vary, and the results do not conform to the same weight. For this reason, from a usual data stream and a data stream whose ratio of distribution of data is extremely different, we cannot find the best means for weighting in these experiments.
In future works, we will consider how to decide the weight without pre-experiments.
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